WHAT IS OLIVER POS?
Oliver POS is a Point of Sale (POS) system built to
seamlessly unite e-commerce with physical sales.
Typically, in-store and online sales run fully separate from
one another, causing problems in inventory, database
management and lost time. When a shop owner who saw
these issues first-hand had had enough headaches, they
decided to create their own solution; a POS which is fully in
sync with their website around the clock.

OLIVER POS FEATURES
POS Register

WHY ARE WE DIFFERENT?
Oliver POS has built itself to be uniquely classified as the
world's first Point of Sale Operating System.
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EXTENSIONS

Oliver POS Extensions
Integrated Payments
Customer Management
Reporting Tools
POS Hardware
Oliver POS integrates with the millions of WordPress
websites which run on the WooCommerce e-commerce
platform, with a framework to integrate with other ecommerce solutions in the future.
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Oliver POS Extensions is an open-source aspect of the
software which allows users to develop and build custom
integrations with unique plugins they have built or
installed on their website. This creates custom checkout
experiences for users and customers, and allows for
endless possibilities at the Point of Sale.
Integrating the Point of Sale with online sales while
creating a platform for users to build custom software
atop classifies Oliver POS as the first Point of Sale
Operating System in its competing sphere.
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The POS Register is the core function of Oliver POS.
Accessed through any web browser, the POS Register
allows WooCommerce users to sell their products
they've created online in a physical location with one
online database. One database unifies online and in
store sales by constantly syncing customers, orders,
products, settings + more to Oliver POS.
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For more information on all things Oliver POS, head to our
website at www.oliverpos.com.

